
BACKGROUND on the TEMPLE DOUBLE 

Five years ago, Bill Wright, Homie Prater and I thrashed our way up West Temple.  This is 
the summit that towers over the west skyline of Springdale, dominating the main entrance to 
the Park.  It features a spacious summit plateau (typical of Zion) with outstanding views, a 
beautifully positioned if very loose ridge … and a brushy, cliffy, cactus-filled approach slope to 
get on the ridge.  Bill later said the initial dirt-gully start - just a few hundred meters outside of 
town - was “The ugliest section of National Park Iʼve seen in my life”. But it was well worth it, 
as once the ridge is gained itʼs terrific, and because some of us just have to stand on top of 
what we can see. We brought light gear and used it on the last steep 50′ to the top of the 
ridge, and were happy to have the rope to rap off the same section on the return. 

East Temple was much trickier.  While the route (which is the only route) up West can be 
ascertained while drinking a local microbrew from the patio of Zion Pizza and Noodle, East 
has seemingly zero weaknesses viewed from any perspective.  A moderate route frankly 
looks impossible, as massive, unbroken, and steep sandstone slabs dominate all sides, 
capped by a vertical white Navaho band, with another vertical red Carmel capstone above 
that. I asked around last fall, calling my friend Tom, the local guidebook author and 
canyoneering guide, who had no idea, which is absolutely facinating, as this summit mirrors 
West Temple across the valley, and absorbs the entire viewscape when driving up the 
switchbacks below the tunnel, heading toward the East Entrance to the Park.  I also asked 
Ram, whoʼs done everything, but he hadnʼt done this either, didnʼt even know anyone who 
had, but passed along the rumor that there was a route. Starting at the terminus of Canyon 
Overlook Trail, the purported route diagonally ascended the entire South Face, traversed 
around the West Shoulder, gained the sub-plateau by climbing the NW Face and West Ridge, 
then traversed all the way around to the East side in order to surmount the final capstone 
cliffs. 

On a cool day last October, Lisa Ledet and I took some light gear, and began the long 
traverse across the South Face slabs. There is literally miles of this on East - if youʼre not 
comfortable on 3rd-4th class rock with thousands of feet of exposure, East would be almost 
unclimbable due to the time it would take to do the rope work. Lisa and I didnʼt take the best 
line, but we did make it across, correctly ascended the huge open gully on the west end of the 
Face, and then picked a doable exit to the West Shoulder, a strange groove that entailed 
climbing 5.6 almost entirely over and thru bushes. Whew. Once on the West Shoulder we 
found a thin ledge to traverse over to the NW Face, and were pleased to see some rap nylon 
around some small trees - someone has been here before!  The face falls away 2,000′ to 
Spry Canyon below your heels - a fall would not be good - we simul-climbed this, putting 
runners around a few tiny trees and bushes.  The West Ridge is jolly, with incredible position, 
and easily gains the sub-plateau below the final summit cap.  We began the hike around the 
backside, but losing patience with that and eager to climb, did a nice 5.7 pitch up to the 
summit plateau.  Finally!  Huge views down valley, an excellent route on a great mountain. 
We reversed the route, throwing in some more raps from trees, and were back at the car in 
9:25 (the fastest time to date I suspect). 

 

Cut to 2008:  This April, Bill and Homie, armed with our beta, repeat our route in 7:23.  Bill 
actually tried a couple of variations, avoiding the bush gully in preference to an open gully to 
the left, then calling it “the scariest pitch of my life”.  The white sandstone of Zion is 
famous/infamous: it is clean and unbroken, creating vast beautiful expanses of attractive pure 
rock - and itʼs really chalky, making it much harder to climb that it appears, and with almost no 
possibility for placing protection.  Really interesting however, is they encountered another 
party on the climb!  Probably the only other people to do it that spring, was none other than 
Aron Ralston, of watch-out-for-that-moving-boulder fame, and Courtney Purcell, researching 
his upcoming book on Zion Summits.  They added new beta: one could go lower around the 
West Shoulder with less difficulty, and if you actually did traverse all the way to the East on 
the sub-plateau, a break in the capstone afforded easy passage to the summit plateau. 

Got it.  In June, Jared Campbell is keen to give it a go.  He suggests we do it sans ropes, 
no gear at all. I naturally had thought of that, dismissed it as too heady, but with Jared as a 
very strong and enthusiastic partner, off we go.  The route is now better understood, and we 
flash it in a time-shattering 2:48 r/t.  I name it the ”Casual Route” in honor of Charlie Fowler 
and the eponymous route on Longs Peak.  Years ago Chris Reveley succeeded in putting up 
the “Integral Route” on the Diamond on Longs Peak, which even at 5.10, was by far the 
easiest on this very technical face. Charlie went out and free soloed it (!), called it “casual”, 
and the new name stuck.  Charlie died in Tibet in 2006, there is also nothing “casual” about 
this route on East Temple, but like the route on the Diamond it is the easiest by far, so thus 
the name. 
 


